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A confined pass from the Hutt Valley to the district boundary with Wairarapa. The Remutaka route follows an historic
trail climbing from Pākuratahi lowland to saddle the between the Remutaka and Tararua Ranges that is bound by
steep spurs, rocky outcrops and regenerating indigenous forest. Well known for its historic links to early transport
routes to and from the district, for Māori and early Europeans, the name Remutaka commemorates the first view
from the saddle by Haunui-a-nanaia, a prominent ancestor. The saddle is marked by the memorial to the WWI march
of soldiers to the front.
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Akatarawa Pass
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The Akatarawa Pass forms a confined route in and out of the district through the upper reaches of the river valley to
boundary with Kāpiti coast. Now a lesser known and still difficult narrow route, the pass has important historic
associations for iwi and early Europeans, linked to important events, early timber milling, and forest and river
resources. Enclosed by steep slopes of the Whakatikei Hills and the Tararua Ranges with regenerating indigenous
forest, the pass continues as a memorable scenic route supporting diverse rural land use including farming based
accommodation and visitor attractions.
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Cannon Point
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Cannon Point forms a forested backdrop to the Upper Hutt valley urban areas, and extension of the recreation trails
along the river Te Awa Kairangi near Tōtara Park. With regenerating lowland forest contributing to a wider key
natural ecosystem area of Akatarawa Forest Park and escarpment connections along the western edge of the valley
visible from State Highway 2, the lookout trails also mark early water collection relics of Birchville Dam and are
linked to historic pā sites along the banks of the river.
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Te Awa Kairangi
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Te Awa Kairangi / Hutt River landscape includes the lower reaches of the river system, the western escarpment,
flood plain areas and lowland bush remnants with numerous trails and other formal and informal recreation
activities located near the river and over parkland areas. Although highly modified, the values of this landscape are
well recognized and enhanced by its proximity to urban areas, contribution to lowland habitats for threatened
species. The river landscape is very significant to mana whenua as recognized by statutory acknowledgment, links
to mythology, past settlement sites, important events, ancestors and past use as a bountiful food resource and
navigable path into the district prior to the 1855 earthquake. With a significant role in early trade, establishment of
timber milling and farming in the district, the significance of the river landscape is continued in its role in protecting
urban areas from flood, as a ‘natural’ and defining feature, valued and diverse recreation resource and is iconic of
Upper Hutt.
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Eastern Hills - South
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The Eastern Hill landscape includes the more elevated areas set as a backdrop to the commercial and main valley
residential areas of the district with valued lowland regenerating bush areas. This includes the escarpment slopes
of Mt Marua that form a gateway to the main Hutt Valley and Mangaroa Valley and the hills behind Wallaceville
through to Pinehaven with residential lots set to the base of the hills and larger rural residential lots above, often
nestled within bush areas.  Predominant land use retains this landscape as a more open - vegetated edge to urban
areas, the landscape also has historic links to early bach type settlement at Pinehaven, establishment of the
Wairarapa Rail Line and the introduction of forestry into the district with continued interests of mana whenua now
formalised in the Wī Tako Ngātata Reserve.
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Eastern Hills - North
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The Eastern Hill landscape includes the more elevated areas set as a backdrop to the commercial and main valley
residential areas of the district with valued lowland regenerating bush areas. This includes the escarpment slopes
of Mt Marua that form a gateway to the main Hutt Valley and Mangaroa Valley and the hills behind Wallaceville
through to Pinehaven with residential lots set to the base of the hills and larger rural residential lots above, often
nestled within bush areas.  Predominant land use retains this landscape as a more open - vegetated edge to urban
areas, the landscape also has historic links to early bach type settlement at Pinehaven, establishment of the
Wairarapa Rail Line and the introduction of forestry into the district with continued interests of mana whenua now
formalised in the Wī Tako Ngātata  Reserve.
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